Abstract-Cloud computing present a new thinking to apply security since basic administrations are regularly outsourced to the cloud vendor. The current encryption techniques are regularly exposed to threats. Therefore it is important to study the features of the existing algorithm. This paper studies AES 128 and AES 256 based on various parameters and compare their performance that may suggest in development of better encryption technique.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays security concern grows with cloud adoption at organizations level, data center, current users and cryptography algorithms has a tremendous impact security concern. Indeed cryptography algorithms are used for ensuring confidentiality, data protection, communication, authorization and non-repudiation and play a major role in security software and hardware. It includes two groups, symmetric and asymmetric algorithm. Cryptography is a technique to transform data into secret data meaning only authorized users can read it. It based on the mathematics and the process to convert data is called encryption by using a key during the process to encrypt and decrypt. See Figure 1 [1] .
Symmetric cryptography: Symmetric algorithm is one of encryption algorithm using one key to encrypt and decrypt the message. That key is called secret shared key or private key. Nowadays most symmetric algorithm validate by peers and used is Advanced Encryption Standards (AES) proposed by Vincent Rijmen, Joan Daemen (Rijndael). It has been standardized in Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS) 192, published in November 2001 [2, 3] . AES is based on a substitution-permutation network and works on 128 bit fixed block with three variant respectively depending of the key size as 128, 192 and 256 bits.
Asymmetric cryptography: Asymmetric cryptography uses two key during the process of cryptography like RivestShamir-Adleman (RSA) with one key for encryption known as public key and one key for decryption known as private key. Indeed the secrecy of asymmetric cryptography depends on how receiver of the message keep the private key as secret. This paper analyses the difference between AES-128 and AES-256 that is explained with the implementation research to show their efficiency. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we briefly describes Advanced Encryption Standards (AES). In Section III, contain Proposed AES algorithm implementation. Comparisons and analysis are shown in Section IV and finally, we conclude this paper in Section V. 
II. AES OVERVIEW
Advanced Encryption Standards (AES) was introduced in 2000 by Vincent Rijmen, Joan Daemen (Rijndael), to replace Data Encryption Standard (DES). AES is a block cypher algorithm that encrypt data on a per-block basis (block matrix) and supports key size of 128, 192 and 256 bits and block size of 128 bits. It is based on Substitution Permutation Networks (SPN). SPN has been introduced by Shannon to protect cypher against statistical cryptanalysis attack. SPN is a consecutive series of mathematical operations (substitution and linear transformation) which is used in block cipher. Let's define some key words for a better understand of how AES works.
 Round
A round is a transformation process used during encryption process that include some function substitution, transposition and mixing, with the achievement to have a higher output cipher text. Each key size is associated with the number of round which provide a high secure system. As shown in A Block Cipher is a method to encrypt data by group at time and uses the same key in decryption and encryption. Indeed the purpose of block cypher method is to avoid the similarity of ciphertext during encryption even if the same message is encrypted again. Table 2 
III. PROCESS OF ENCRYPTION AND DECRYPTION
The standard process of AES encryption and decryption is shown on figure 2 AES-128 bits algorithm [4] . Indeed the process is composed of different rounds depending on the size of key expansion and each round follows an iterative process [5] .
In encryption process each round follows four steps:
 SubBytes -is a process who performs a nonlinear substitution step by replacing each byte with another value from substitution box (S-box)  ShiftRows -is called a row-wise step by performing a circular shifts on the last three rows of the state, respectively line 2= 1, line 3= 2 and line 4= 3.
 Mixcolumns is a linear transformation. It is a matrix product using the four bytes of a column.
Columns are treated as polynomials as shown in that formula (1)  AddRoundKey -is to apply XOR operation on output of the previous three steps combined the round key which is generated from the cipher key as shown in that formula (2):
For decryption process each round follows four steps:  Inverse ShiftRows  Inverse substitute bytes  AddRoundKey key  Inverse mix columns. 
IV. Proposed AES algorithm implementation
This section discuss the results of our implementation between AES-128 bits and AES-256 bits is taken by varying the amount of file size being between (100 kb, 500kb and 1024 kb ) selected and the checking time for encryption and decryption . The obtained results are tabulated as well as given in the form of graphs.
 Checking the time of encryption and decryption based on some documents. 
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IV. DISCUSSION
The results in figure 3 & 4 shown how the time of encryption varies alongside with the key choose. However when the key is strong and long, the encryption time take more time in both types of AES. Conversely, AES-256bit are more robust because of this architecture rounds and take more time to decrypt file while of AES-128bit has an average decryption time (around30 milliseconds). Nowadays AES has shown be more secure and robust than other cryptography algorithm used when this one is properly implemented.
V. CONCLUSION
Security is an important part of cloud data center, while cryptography is one of the main technics used for data security. This paper briefly describes the different types of AES encryption model and present some highlight. It was observed from the experiment that the time of encryption and decryption process is tied with the size of key and also the hardware used. However some studies on security issue have shown one particular attack is more efficient to crack hardware or software based on AES.
